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Abstract In this paper, we propose an autonomous molecular walking machine using

DNA. This molecular machine follows a track of DNA equipped with many single-strand

DNA stators arranged in a certain pattern. The molecular machine achieves autonomous

walk by using a restriction enzyme as source of power. With a proposed machine we can

control its moving direction and we can easily extend walking patterns in two or three

dimensions. Combination of multiple legs and ssDNA stators can control the walking

pattern. We designed and performed a series of feasibility study with computer simulation

and molecular biology experiments.

Keywords DNA walker � DNA walking machine � DNA molecular machine �
DNA computing � Nanotechnology � Nanorobotics

1 Introduction

Several molecular machines, which can walk along a DNA track, have been proposed

(Sherman and Seeman 2004; Shin and Pierce 2004; Tian et al. 2005; Bath et al. 2005; Pei

et al. 2006; Yin et al. 2004). Two of six molecular machines (Sherman and Seeman 2004;

Shin and Pierce 2004) need fuel DNA and cannot walk autonomously. The others have

achieved autonomous walk by using DNA cleaving activity of a restriction enzyme or
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DNAzyme. ‘‘Walking DNAzyme’’ (Tian et al. 2005) and ‘‘free-running DNA motor’’

(Bath et al. 2005) can walk along only one dimensional track. ‘‘Spider molecules’’ (Pei

et al 2006) has multiple legs and can walk along patterns in two or three dimensions, but it

can only walk to random direction. There are few molecular machines that can walk

autonomously on two or three dimensions along the designed route. ‘‘Unidirectional DNA

walker’’ (Yin et al. 2004) satisfies these features but it requires to design an appropriate

ground pattern to program target patterns when we extend it to two or more dimension.

In this paper, we propose new molecular walking machine that can achieve these

requirements by using a restriction enzyme and a track of DNA equipped with many

single-strand DNA stators arranged in a certain pattern. In the following, we first propose

the conceptual scheme, examine design parameters by computer simulation, and show

feasibility experiments with real DNAs and restriction enzyme.

2 A molecular walking machine

2.1 Mechanism how the molecular machine walks

The molecular machine presented in this paper, walks a track of DNA embedded with

many single-strand DNA stators. We must prepare a set of ssDNA stators and arrange them

in a certain pattern to form the track which the molecular machine follows. The molecular

machine has more than three legs. Each of legs anneals one ssDNA stator, and ssDNA

stators are equipped with enough distance so that one leg cannot anneal more than two

ssDNA stators at once. We can design a route which the molecular machine walks, by

patterning the ssDNA stators and legs.

If nothing has occurred, a molecular machine walks randomly like ‘‘spidar molecules’’.

We introduced the idea for the molecular machine to cleave the ssDNA stators in the

correct order to walk along the route we designed.

Figure 1 shows the reaction of three legs molecular walking machine. Figure 1a shows

a three legs molecular machine anneals the ssDNA stators. Green leg and red leg anneal

green and red ssDNA stators. This is the basic state that the molecular machine binds the

track of DNA. Blue leg cannot reach to blue ssDNA stators and is free-floating. The

molecular machine must keep more than one legs free-floating to cleave ssDNA stators.

In this stage, blue leg plays an important role to cleave green ssDNA stator. Figure 1b

shows the free-floating blue leg anneals green leg. In the later experiments, we selected a

nicking enzyme ‘‘N.Alw I’’ to cleave the ssDNA stators. N.Alw I can bind and cleave green

ssDNA stators when blue leg anneals green leg on the green ssDNA stator.

After cleaving green ssDNA stator, green leg cannot keep annealing there. And blue leg

is denatured from green leg, because that double-strand is designed unstable (Fig. 1c).

After denatured from green ssDNA stator, blue leg gets to reach blue ssDNA stator. The

molecular machine moves ahead to anneal blue ssDNA stator (Fig. 1d, e).

Finally, blue leg anneals blue ssDNA stator. Red leg and blue leg anneal ssDNA stators

(Fig. 1f). This state is the same as the state Fig. 1a. Green leg acts to cleave red ssDNA

stator in the next step. Red leg will act to cleave blue ssDNA stator after the next step. A

molecular machine can cleaves ssDNA stators in the order of green, red, blue, green, and

so on, to repeat these motions. This is the mechanism that the track of ssDNA stators is

cleaved in the correct order.
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2.2 Function of cleaving ssDNA stators

It is important for this molecular walking machine to cleave the ssDNA stators. A nicking

enzyme like N.Alw I binds to double-strand DNA at the recognition site and cleaves only

one strand at the cut point to introduce a nick. So the molecular machine can cleave only

ssDNA stators.

N.Alw I has another characteristic that is the cut point isn’t included in the recognition

site (Fig. 2a). A molecular machine uses this characteristic to control the activity of

N.Alw I. We designed the molecular machine with following two gimmicks for the control.

First gimmick is that the cut point and the recognition site of N.Alw I are separated into

the different two DNA strands (Fig. 2b). All ssDNA stators have the cut point and all legs

Fig. 1 The structure and reaction of the molecular walking machine

Fig. 2 Function of cleaving DNA stators
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of the molecular machine have the recognition site. The way of control a restriction

enzyme is similar to that of using at ‘‘Programmable and autonomous computing machine’’

(Benenson et al. 2001).

‘‘Programmable and autonomous computing machine’’ uses a restriction enzyme

‘‘Fok I’’. As the first choice, we considered using Fok I for the molecular machine. Fok I is

not the nicking enzyme, so Fok I cleaves the molecular machine’s leg unless we protect

that strand. We first examined to make the activity of Fok I the same as that of a nicking

enzyme by using of phosphorothioate-modified DNA (Taylor et al. 1985; Verma

and Eckstein 1998). Since, we could not achieve expected activity, we determined to use

N.Alw I. See the Appendix for detail.

Second gimmick is that the two legs of the molecular machine make the recognition site

double-strand (Fig. 2c). When only one leg anneals ssDNA stator, the recognition site is

still single strand and N.Alw I cannot bind to cleave ssDNA stator. The other leg can anneal

to make the recognition site double-stranded. Then N.Alw I can cleave ssDNA stator

(Fig. 2d). To achieve this function, a leg has two recognition sites; one is for the binding

ssDNA stators and another is for the neighborhood ssDNA stators. A combination of the

two recognition site leads to the cleaving reaction of Fig. 1.

3 Computer simulation

3.1 Purpose and plan

In order to put the conceptual design concrete, we performed a series of a computer

simulation and feasibility experiments. Each simulation and experiments are designed for

the clear purpose. The purpose of this computer simulation is to examine whether a walker

can continuously run on the same track. In general, it is sometimes very hard to distinguish

situations; a walker continuously run on the track and many walkers take over each other

after some walker drops off the track. We should not start experiments unless we confirm

these difference. Since rigid kinetics model is not necessary for this purpose, we used a

discrete stochastic process model.

A set of each single stranded DNA fragments and their hybridized compounds are

regarded elemental. We considered only totally annealed or totally denatured states for

hybridization i.e. all-or-none model. We estimated state transition probabilities from

equilibrium coefficients calculated from DNA sequences. Nearest-neighbour parameters

are from J. Santalucia Jr.’s standard work (Lucia and Hicks 2004). We assumed all legs

except one leg can physically reach to corresponding complement stators and one leg

cannot reach any complement stators. We chose and fixed the temperature and ion con-

centration such that the restriction enzyme is active.

We considered one molecular machine placed on the starting end of a linear track which

consists of 100 stators. We changed following three design parameters; (1) the length of

legs which determines the denature rate of a leg and a stator, (2) the efficiency of the

restriction enzyme, and (3) the number of legs. Then, we observed the ratio of molecular

machines which could reached to the other end of the track along with the time steps.

3.2 Results

Figure 3 shows the result of the computer simulation. Firstly, we observed our proposed

molecular machine can walk as we designed. Although the combination of design
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parameters strongly affects how much and fast molecular machines walk, they will not stop

away. Graphs show the ratio of walkers reached to the end of tracks according to time

steps. We call reached walkers success otherwise failure. Failed walkers have dropped off

the tracks. We assume dropped walkers will never come back. Although we cannot esti-

mate absolute walking speed from these graphs, we can examine the effect of system

parameters since qualitative relations are preserved. In the following, we temporarily use

the term ‘speed’ as the growth of success ratio according to time steps.

The walking speed of the molecular machine negatively correlated to the certainty of the

restriction reaction that is determined by the denature ratio of a leg and a stator and the

efficiency of the restriction enzyme (Fig. 3a, b). We can speed up their walk by growing

denature ratio of a leg and a stator or improving the efficiency of the restriction enzyme. On

the other hand, the condition to walk faster also grows the ratio of failure which means all legs

of the molecular machine are completely removed from corresponding stators. Conversely,

we can reduce the failure ratio by reducing the denature rate and the restriction efficiency.

We can also reduce this failure ratio by increasing the number of legs (Fig. 3c). Remark

that too many legs causes serious topological problems and sequence design difficulties.

Moreover, Fig. 3c suggests the effect of the number of legs will be saturated soon.

Fig. 3 Simulation results.
Horizontal: time steps. Vertical:
the ratio of walkers reached to
the end of the track. (a) The
effect of the leg length (the
denature ratio of a leg and a
stator) green: 13mer, red:
12mer, blue: 11mer, (restriction
efficiency = 0.1, 3 legs). (b) The
effect of the restriction efficiency
green: 0.5, red: 0.3, blue: 0.1, (leg
length = 12mer, 3 legs). (c) The
effect of the number of legs
green: 5, red: 4, blue: 3, (leg
length = 11mer, restriction
efficiency = 0.3)
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We designed actual DNA sequences and selected the restriction enzyme based on this

computer simulation results.

4 Experiment

4.1 Activity of N.Alw I

We first designed an experiment to know the activity of N.Alw I. We confirmed the DNA

cleaving activity for the case that the recognition site and the cut point are in the different

DNA strands.

4.1.1 Materials and methods

For this experiment, we prepared four sets of DNA strands with different separation point,

and one set of DNA strands without separate point for a control (Table 1) (Fig. 4). We

named each strands N–X–Y, where X denotes the number of the separate point and Y

denotes the length of each strands. ‘‘N-none’’ means a strand of no separate point and

‘‘N-c’’ means a complement of N-none.

Each five sets of DNA strands were mixed at 0.5 lM in hybridization buffer. NEBuffer2

from New England Biolabs was used as the hybridization buffer. 3 units of N.Alw I from

New England Biolabs were added to each five sets 20 ll solution. The five sets were

incubated at 37�C by 24 h.

We ran the resulting solutions in 16% PAGE (non-denaturing gel and denaturing gel).

Table 1 DNA strands

Name Separate point Sequence (50_30)

N-1-10 1 GATACATGGA

N-2-11 2 GATACATGGAT

N-3-12 3 GATACATGGATC

N-4-13 4 GATACATGGATCA

N-1-18 1 TCACGG/CTGAGACACTCT

N-2-17 2 CACGG/CTGAGACACTCT

N-3-16 3 ACGG/CTGAGACACTCT

N-4-15 4 CGG/CTGAGACACTCT

N-none None GATACATGGATCACGG/CTGAGACACTCT

N-c AGAGTGTCTCAGCCGTGATCCATGTATC

The recognition site of N.Alw I is shown in bold type. The cut point is indicated by /

Fig. 4 Separate points
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4.1.2 Results

Figure 5 shows the results. We confirmed the activity of N.Alw I at the all sets. We found

in the denaturing gel that N.Alw I at lane 8 cleaved the DNA strand ‘‘N-c’’ which did not

have the cut point. There were the set of DNA with separation point 4 in this solution. We

supposed that double-strand DNA twists the recognition site and the cut point at the

separation point, and N.Alw I cleaved wrong DNA strand. If we used separation point 4 at

this molecular machine, N.Alw I would cleave not only ssDNA stators but also the legs of

the molecular machine. Except for the result of lane 8, N.Alw I had the cleaving activity

which this molecular machine needs.

We determined to use separation point 1 for later experiments about the molecular

machine. The molecular machine needs to anneal the ssDNA stators and to be denatured

after cleavage. We need a significant difference in melting temperature before and after

cleaving to lead to this behavior. For this reason, the molecular machine should cleave

ssDNA stator into as large fragments as possible.

4.2 Half step of the molecular walking machine

As the next stage, we confirmed the behavior of this molecular machine’s legs. Each leg

has two recognition sites which are for cleaving ssDNA stators and for cleaving the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Result of cleaving
activity. (a) Non-denaturing
gel, (b) denaturing gel.
1, 2—Separate point 1;
3, 4—separate point 2,
5, 6—separate point 3;
7, 8—separate point 4;
9, 10—no separate. Odd
number of lane: without
N.Alw I, and even number
of lane: with N.Alw I
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neighborhood ssDNA stators. The molecular machine cleaves ssDNA stators using two

legs. We experimented to confirm that the two legs can make the recognition site double-

stranded and cleave ssDNA stators.

4.2.1 Materials and methods

We prepared three DNA strands for two legs molecular machine and one DNA strand for

ssDNA stator (Table 2). In two legs, leg1 is a strand ‘‘N-L1’’, leg2 is a strand ‘‘N-L2’’.

Strand ‘‘N-L3’’ is to be a leg3, when the molecular machine has third leg. ‘‘N-S1’’ is

ssDNA stator, annealed and cleaved by leg1. Figure 6 shows N-L1, N-L2 and N-L3 build

two legs molecular machine and the molecular machine anneals to N-S1.

Reaction condition is the same as the experiment in Sect. 4.1.

4.2.2 Results

Figure 7 shows the result that the two legs molecular machine achieved to cleave ssDNA

stator. By analtsis of denaturing gel electrophoresis, the band of 10mer in lane 2 shows N-

S1 was cleaved by N.Alw I. The band of 10mer corresponds to the cleaving products of N-

S1. From non-denaturing gel, we found the two legs molecular machine annealed N-S1 at

lane1. And lane 2 shows that the two legs molecular machine could not keep annealing

after cleaving, because the band of the cleaving products appeared on the different position

of a band which denotes the two legs molecular machine.

Table 2 DNA strands

Name Sequence (50_30)

N-L1 TATAGATATCAAGTAGTCGATATGCTTCACAGTCTGATCTGAGGTGTGGAGACGT
CATGTGCATGCCAGTGTACGATCCTGCAACG

N-L2 GTGAAGCATATCGACTACTTGATATCTATAGACCTAGTAGTGCCGATCCAGATC
TACGTTGCAGGA

N-L3 ACATGACGTCTCCACACCTCAGATCAGACT

N-S1 TCGTA/CACTGGCATGC

The recognition site of N.AlwI is shown in bold type. The cut point is indicated by /

Fig. 6 Two legs molecular
machine
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The result shows that the two legs cooperated to cleave N-S1 and the unconcerned parts

for cleaving of the legs do not have a critical effect on cleaving. We think that the

molecular machine presented in this paper, can cleave and be denatured from ssDNA

stators. Thus we achieved the motion that the molecular machine lifts up its legs. The

molecular machine can walk ahead a half step.

5 Discussion

There are several further issues to discuss. Firstly, we need the motion to drop off the lifted

legs for other half step. The motion is decomposed into two moves. One is a move to

anneal the next ssDNA stator, the other is a move to anneal the leg which anneals the

neighborhood ssDNA stator. To achieve other half step, we plan to examine the move to

the leg annealing the neighborhood ssDNA stator at first. The move can be confirmed by an

experiment using two legs machine and a track with two ssDNA stators. In this experiment,

we should make the condition that leg1 and leg2 anneal each ssDNA stators. We are going

to add a strand which should anneal leg1 and make the recognition site double-stranded,

and then N.Alw I will be able to bind the recognition site and cleave the ssDNA stator.

After cleaving, leg1 is going to move to anneal leg2 for cleaving the neighborhood stator.

The move is similar to another move to the next ssDNA stator. If the two moves are

realized, the molecular machine will achieve the motion to drop off the legs. To combine

this motion and a motion to lift up the legs, the molecular machine can walk one step. If the

molecular machine can repeat the one step, it should walk ahead.

Secondly, remark that these anneal-cut-denature-anneal cycle is similar to ‘‘free run-

ning DNA motor’’ (Bath et al. 2005) if the walker has only two legs. They have already

achieved multiple cycles under isothermal environment which means autonomous

behavior. So we believe we can also achieve these cycles autonomously. The difference is

using more than three legs leads to control the moving direction. We are now considering

more about the combination of phosphorothioate-modified DNA and restriction enzymes.

The results shown in appendix indicate the half of phosphorothioate-modified DNA is cut

by Fok I. There are two alternative oxygen sites to be phosphorothioated in DNA

1 2 1 2

Products
10mer

Products
10mer

N-L2

N-L3

N-S1

N-L1
N-L1
N-L2
N-L3
N-S1

N-L1
N-L2
N-L3

(a) (b)Fig. 7 Activity of two leg
machine. (a) Non-denaturing gel,
(b) denaturing gel. 1—Without
N.Alw I, 2—with N.Alw I
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backbone. We guess Fok I was only blocked by the specific phosphorothioation site. The

recognition site and the cut site of Fok I have longer distance than any known nicking

enzymes. We expect this provides good amount of freedom for sequence design for

walkers with more than three legs.

Finally, we can program the behavior of our walking machine to make two or three

dimensional patterns when we achieve complete walking steps on multiple legs. Figure 8

shows a portion of such ‘‘programmable patterns’’. Consider a general purpose stator grid

and four legs walker. Figure 8a shows an example of a general purpose stator grid with

eight kinds of sequences arranged with some regularity. If we program four legs walker

with execution order ‘‘1–2–3–4’’ to move ‘‘go up straightly’’, then a solution of walkers

make a vertical stripe on the stator grid by cutting stators in the same order ‘‘1–2–3–4’’ as

shown in Fig. 8b. We can easily program other patterns like horizontal stripe, checker

board, and so on, only by changing four legs layout of the walker even on only one general

purpose stators grid. Moreover, we need only one kind of restriction enzyme even for any

number of legs. This feature can reduce experimental complexity on tuning reaction

condition for many kinds of restriction enzymes working in the same efficiency. Thus we

look for future direction of DNA walker as a device to arrange something on a general

purpose track plain into a certain programmed pattern. We can find some merits in such

applications; it is not necessary for walkers to carry something far and fast, it is not

necessary to prepare specialized tracks, and so on. All existing DNA walkers share the

problem how to construct a good tracks. Since proposed walker requires only simple

repeated patterns, we expect bottom-up self-assembly technique such as by DNA tiles

(Winfree et al. 1998; Zheng et al. 2006) with recent rapid progress will provide sufficient

size of track plains. We also expect new technologies in organic chemistry such as photo-

ligation (Yoshimura et al. 2006) and multi-branch DNAs (Utagawa et al. 2006) are useful

to design and construct tracks and devices.
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Fig. 8 Programming two dimensional patterns with four legs walker
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6 Conclusion

We proposed an autonomous walking machine that can follow a track with many ssDNA

stators along the certain route on two or three dimensions by cleaving ssDNA stators. From

a series of feasibility studies, we confirmed the molecular machine can cleave and be

denatured from ssDNA stators. So it is able to walk ahead a half step. Although our

experiments are still in quite preliminary level, but we believe it is an alternative to

construct programmable autonomous walking machines.

Appendix: Fok I as a nicking enzyme

We examined to achieve a function which is the same as a nicking enzyme by using Fok I

and phosphorothioate-modified DNA. Fok I cleaves both of double-strand, this cleaving

activity is not suitable for the molecular walking machine. We expected to block the

cleaving activity at the cut point of one strand by phosphorothioate-modified DNA (Fig. 9).

Remark that for our walking machine, only legs need phosphorothioate modification.

We experimented to confirm the effect of phosphorothioate-modified DNA. We pre-

pared five DNA strands for the experiment (Table 3). The five DNA strands compose the

following four sets:

(1) unmodified and separated the recognition site and the cut point;

(2) phosphorothioate-modified and separated the recognition site and the cut point;

(3) unmodified and unseparated;

(4) phosphorothioate-modified and unseparated.

Fig. 9 Phosphorothioate-
modified point. 1—Unmodified
(F-13, F-20, F-33), a—before
cleaving, b—after cleaving.
2—Phosphorothioate-modified
(F-13, F-20, F-33s), a—before
cleaving, b—after cleaving
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Each four sets of DNA strands were mixed at 0.3 lM in hybridization buffer. NE-

Buffer4 from New England Biolabs was used as the hybridization buffer. 4 units of Fok I

from New England Biolabs were added to each five sets 20 ll solution. The four sets were

incubated at 37�C by 2 h.

We ran the resulting solutions in 16% PAGE (non-denaturing gel).

For this result, we found phosphorothioate-modified DNA could block the cleaving

activity a little (Fig. 10). There were phosphorothioate-modified DNA with separate point

in lane 4, and no-modified DNA with separate point in lane 2. To compare the two lanes,

we confirmed that phosphorothioate-modified DNA was cleaved. The length 24mer band is

the products of cleaving F-33 at the cut point, and there is the same band in lane 4. So this

result shows phosphorothioate-modified DNA was cleaved.

In this regard, however there is the length 33mer band in lane 4. The band shows a few

F-33s remained not to be cleaved. And there is the band which shows unreacted DNA

strand. This band isn’t observed in lane 2. Unmodified DNA could not block the cleaving

activity.

Fig. 10 Result of experiment of phosphorothioate-modified. 1, 2—unmodified and separated (F-13, F-20,
F-33); 3, 4—phosphorothioate-modified and separated (F-13, F-20, F-33s); 5, 6—unmodified and not
separated (F-13 + 20, F-33); 7, 8—phosphorothioate-modified and not separated (F-13 + 20, F-33s). Odd
number of lane: without Fok I, Even number of lane: with Fok I

Table 3 DNA strands

Name Sequence (5_30)

F-13 AGTCTAGGATGAT

F-20 CGACGTG/CTGTACTCTGAGG

F-13 + 20 AGTCTAGGATGATCGACGTG/CTGTACTCTGAGG

F-33 CCTCAGAGT/ACAGCACGTCGATCATCCTAGACT

F-33s CCTCAGAGTsACAGCACGTCGATCATCCTAGACT

The recognition site of FokI is shown in bold type The cut point is indicated by /, and s indicates the position
of phosphorothioate-modified
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The effort to block the cleaving activity by phosphorothioate-modified DNA has failed.

But it was observed phosphorothioate-modified DNA had the weak inhibition of the

activity. We expect that using phosphorodithioate-modified DNA leads to stronger inhi-

bition of the activity. The molecular machine may be able to get the cleaving function

which it needs by phosphorodithioate-modified DNA.
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